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Ihtroduttioiri.

his has-been called the postindustrial era, in which there
has emerged an "information society," as sociologist Nniel

Bell terms it. The U.S. Department of Commerce published

)

statistics in 1980 Mowing that.
,

he so-called information indus-
tries now employ 'half the national work force and account for
half the gross. national product. This helps confirm Bell's obr- .

vation that "exchange of information in terms of various kinds
of data processing, record keeping, market. research
forth is the foundation for most econoqiic exchanges. Data-.
transmission _systems are the transforming resource of the
society ... informatiOn and knowledge frame the problems of
post-industrial society" (1976, p. 46)..

Even in higher edtlytion, .where organizational life is more
than ordinarily resist nt to change, the new data-processing
and communications technology has permanently intruded
upon the cloister. Reporting and exchange of data are already'
the predominant forms of communication among institutions
of higher education and between the institutions and their,con-

,
-stituencies. Seveial studies' in recent years haye Onwn that
either by choice or by necessity, most American colleges and
universities are ,investing heavily in the creation anti main-

.!......tenance of data resources' and expect to continue to do se.
, ,

4
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By and large, that investment has yes to pay large dividends;
They are' low,, at reasi,. by comparison with' the benefits that

. might be achieved from optimal use of management informa-
. -non i the administration of higher education. The consensus

among expert observers is reflected in the recent findings of
J. Victor Baldryge and Iviichael Tierney (1979), who evaluated
the use of management-infotmation systems in 34 priyate
arts institutions that participated in an Exxon Education Foust'-

, dation program to improve their resource allocation and
. managemen,t procedures. "Overall," they <write, "k is our

impression that management information systems...are:worth
their cost" (p. -13). "But their study documents, extensive
counterproductive practices are conditions that diminish the
utility of information resources as they have typically been used
on campus. The tone of most of the evaluative literature is warily
optimistic; good can come of it all, &at only if a number of pit-
falls can be avoided.

This book underkes to describe, for the benefit of ,pollege and
university ad minisAtors, who ate the principal users of maaager
ment in formation, what. the .author regards as the wide t and .

deepest of those pitfalls. It is a book about basic concepts in lved ,

in the transformation of raw numbers into coherent and eful
information, or knowledge. Theioncepts are not hard to grasp,
and they are described here in plain terms,Jhe technical task of
transformation can be 'exceedingly complex, but the details

., should not concern the administrator. Only by understaknding.
the concepts involved, however, can the administrator deter.;
l'''ine whether those who produde information intended to slap-

ort important decisions are properly doing their job. lvfore than
o administrator has thumbed' through a two-inch stack of in-
com rehensible computer printout and sadly echoed T. S. Eliot

ere is the knowledge we have lost in informption ".
Why all the difficulty in applying information technology to

the administration of °higher educitionl Raymond F. Bacchetti
(1977), Vice Provost forl3udget and Planning at. Stanford'-

4".
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INTRODUCTION
. -. ..., .

University arid a close student of management information and,
rational decision professes makes this observation: The first
thing to be said about how decisions are made in colleges and.
uniersities is that eery little -is known systematically about that
subject. Still less is known about how decisions ought to be
made" (p. 4). That appears to be more a criticism of the state of
knowledge. about the art and science of administration than a
criticism of infcirmation specialists. Bacchetti has a more impr

, tans, if implicit, limit, at least for present.pyrposes. It is that
those who desiginformation systems and perfoiip the analyses
of data intended to generate inana em t information frequentlyg.,,....4i

Rio not adequately or even at,all. un rstand the perspective and
die information,needsof the decision makers. Specifically, with
respect to i3at_chettestbservation,,they do not understand how
the deciiion at hand will be madeand, as.we shall see, inforina-
non needs vary, defier dcrig upon the decision' process being
used. Carl R.*Adams (1977b), editor of a recent survey 9f the
information needs.of dectsionmakers in -higher education, put it
this way:

...

4, Most systems development to date has been Wed on norma-
tive [decision] mOdelsconcelptualized by researchers or techni-
cians. While we can and should call for more research effort
aimed at documenting higher education decision processes,
ow: only short-run option for improving information system;

. is to encourage those with experience in administration to
reflect and relate their views to us. [p. x] .

Adams prov ides(1977atopp. 81-83) a cogent compendium of .
expert opinion on the main sources of difficulty ih meeting the

". information needs of administrators in higher education, as
follows:

"A reluctance on the part of management systems analysts .
to re rain neutral in providing supporting information by
defining optidris for the decisionmake.. . [but instead

3
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a

adopting] an advOcacy positiOn for a particular decisidi
alternative." ,
Incompatible structures for collecting information to sup-
port decisions. One is the structure used fot contrql within
the organiza,tion and the other is a structure used co analyze
the outputs or accomplishments of the organization."
"The inadequacy of the bask inputloutrut analysis model
in the light of our inability to adequately measure the out-
comes-of higher education. As the assessment of outcomes
i/ecomes more and more subjective, the level of accuracy
appropriate in estimating resource inputs is diminished."
"The reliance of analytical systems on'the files developed
for operational systems."
"The failure of most analytical systems to synchronize the'
timing ofthe delivery. of outputs.to the requirements of the
decision processes:" .
"The reldtively low level of expertise the top adminis-
trators have regarding the analytical techniques used in
higher education . .. The interpretors specs the informa- ,

Om

tion system characteristics, but they lack the rspective of
the decision-maker that is necessary to focus the i rma
tion tequirements."

. ,

It would seetn then that the quality and impact of managemen(
information in higher education will approach the ideal in pro-
portion as we gain a better understanding of decision ptocesses,

N. improve the timeliness of information' delivery, promote °Qin-
niunication between administratori and dafatinterpretors, and so
on. Regrettably, that is not likely to be the case: such advances
will prove more palliative than remedial, so loneas the root
ment is allowed to persist.,The essential dikkulty is that neither
*administrators nor information specialists have a clear unsier-
standing of the best way to &scribe, in dynamic terms, the
highe5redikatiorienterptise and its constituent parts. Describing
decision processes in higher education much better than they are

4
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no dqcribed in the literature would help. But practicing ad-
ministrators usually have a keen understanding of the processes
utilized in their own 'institutions. Getting the infOrmation °riche
administrator's desk before the decision must be made obviously
is essential. Timeliness is achieved not merely through alaciit
how v.er, but instead through foresightyou cannot produc in
formation from data you do not have, and you rarely can ac ire
new data overnight. Improved communication will 11elp, but the
arninistrator and the data analyst cannot exchange ideas effec
tively unless they share a conceptiori of purpose and an under.
standing of available capabilities and limits on resources; their
relationshiP shouVbe closely analogous to that of the architect
and the construction contractor.

The lack of a coherent conceptual foundation to gdide the
dei:elopment of systems for collecting and storing data and for

e converting them into useful informition in decision contexts
manifests itself in many ways. it is revealed in a wid4read in-

_Altai/ to distinguish infOrmation from data and grasp the full
implications of that distinction. It is implicit in ifrequiint failure
to recognize the fundamental difference between operating data
and management, data. The atsence of a conceptual base is.a.
ptimary reason w.hy the findings, of research on decision pro-,
messes have not been adequately melded with existing knowledge .

about the role and uses of information in decisionmaking.
We lack the needed conceptual foundation not because, the

component parts_ are unavaiJable, but rather because available
knowledge has not been properly integrated. This book proposes"
a way of achieving that integration. In doing so, it discusses data
and information both in definitional terms (with, emphasis, on
theirtssential differences) and in functional terms. It looks at the .

differente between data bases that provide operational informa-
iticin and t14 kind' of data base needed to produce the right kinds
of .manageinent information to support administrative decision-
making, at the right time. It surveys/Re uses of information and
the different decision 1:trocesses in which it is used. It proposes a

5
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broad framework of datf needed to produce the right informa-
non at the right time, taking into account the relative unprecliCt-
ability of both factors. Finally, the book looks at the human
element, with emphasis on the need to develop a large cadre of
information professionalspeople who can understand the ques-
tions that administrators must answer when they make decisions
and who know how to producretevant information.

if the book realizes the author's hopes, it will leavegthe reader
with-a lively awarene4s that no information is better than the
question that evoked it. The inioimation professional deserves
aI equally adept clientele of administrators who understand
what kinds of information are relevant to the decisions before
them and who recognize that. no accumulation °Oita, however
comprehensive.and susceptible of manipulation, can produce a
dei;isiun. Good information can 'help the decisiontnaker decide.
But it must be prompted by g4od questions. To frame these, the
administrator must have some basic knowledge about the capa-
bilities and limitations of sysiems that convert data it o' informa-
tion for the decisionmaker. Moreover, the administrator .must
know.bow to communicate with the system's proprietod. This
small book is intendedto impart that basic kriowledge, or to
refresh- the understanding of those whose knowlefle is tusty.

Definitions *

Three terms used recurrently in the text should be at least
generally

..,
generally 'defined at the outset. It already has been emphasized .

that a clear uhderstanding of the difference between data and in-
. formation is an absolute requirement. The distinction is so basic

that system designers often negleCt to state it in discussions with
technically uniiersed 4ystein users. The third term, strategic deci-
sions, drs notIrrefer i y specific way to strategic planning.
Sttategiv planning is.a anagement concept that takes many
forms in the corporate world and is begmninito find its way into

". . ..
...----. .
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1 INTROPUCTION 4 1. 't
-..

.

. higher edui:ation,-where ithas provoked varying clegreesofskep-
..-

tiosm. Strateilodecision is no,t a conventional term; it is used for .
islack of 4n equwa)ent termtiready .established in use.

...

.

The definitips:
Data are eithei quantities (the number of students enrolled,
fkir example, or thr number of volumes in the librar.y) or'
codthat 4

that Is, numbers that identify entity chiracterisz
tics, such as the race, sex, or program levet° oi stpdenrs.
Data 'result frdm observation or measurement. Data are
raw facts from which information can be constructed: The
quality of data is determined by -their validity, accuracy,
and reliabiliry, all of which are prope'rties related to
measurement, .

Information consists 6f data that have been combined and
giyen r_ rn in'which they convey to the recipient user
some knowledge, Information is created when 4:lata
are, selected, ed, and analytically manipulated, and
the result is given a form that informs and serves the needs
of users. The quality of information is determined by its
televance to the concerns of intended users, its timeliness,
and its aLceptability to usersall being properties that rela,te
to users anclthe nature and context of use of infohnation.
Strategic Dedsaons are those concerned with questions of
institutional policy, purpose, or direction. They are at a-
le el above operational or control decisions, made routinely
in the course of running the institurion. They concern pro.
grams 'rather thin courses; tenure policy rah& -than
whether -a particular faculty member Should- be given

inure; long -range Manning rather than deciding how MIs Tr-
implement. an ;renovation thar has been approved and'
budgeted. Strategic decisions-most often involve execurive
judgments, rather than,the snap judgments made in:deal-
ng with the day -to -day flow of administrative tasks. They

require information produced 4 a decisimkupport system
(see p., 35), which incorporites a panagement data base (see

11
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p. 35). (These latter terms are defined at appropriate places;
in the text.)

In the next chapter, data is given a mote thoroughgoing
explication and its properties ate descrik;ed.

1
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CHAPTER 2 4

Data .

.

. .

,_ .

..t j . ,

t.
let

served by management information cannot be satisfiedserved
and university administrators who wish to be well

merely to know that data are fundamentally different from infor-
' mation. This chaptkundertakes, thefefdre, to describe data

with some precision and also describe their basic properties. It .
also discusses data limitations and 'some issues that arise When'
data are employed. The discussion is conceptual' rather than

. technical, hut specific nonetheless, because a root understanding
of the nature of data and limitations on their use as raw material
for the construction of information, is needed 4 follow the cen-
tral argument of this book. In this discussionthe author has .
freely applied to the context of higher-educatiormanagement a
number of ideas articulated by i Canadian authority oh Serial
statistics, Ivan P. Fellegi (1980)--go freely that it would clutter the
text unduly to acknowledge every instance of appropriation.

Components of Data
,

We havnoted that data derive from observation pr measure-
me,nt sand take the ionic either of quantities (suCh as ihe number
of students ehrolled) or codes that identify characteristics of the
entity observed or measured. (Quite arbitrarily, data is conven-
tionally treated as a plural term in the literature on management

. 14'
9
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information,' the singular' form in common use is data item,
though datum occasionally appears.) An individual data item
comprises more, however, than a quantity. or code. It appears as
a number Or symbol in a specified context of meaning. That is,,a
data item is a measurement or observation about, a particular
refr. ence entry, and it measures or otherwise specifies some
cha acteristic or dimension of the reference entity. That is, it is in
so clearly understood way a descriptor. Thus we may say that
any data item, or datum, must have three basic components:

1. A reference entitythe thing-being observed. In a student
data file, the individual student is the reference entity; in a
room"Cnventory file, the...room; in a library' Catalog, the

lip

individual volume.
. 2. A descriptor that characterizes some aspect.of the reference,

'erltitrSex., race, age, and county and state of birth are all
descriptors associated with the reference entity student. For
the reference entity room, area in square feet and number
of seats or stations are peetirient desciiptors. Subject is a
descriptor appropriate to a brary volume. Location and
control are descriptors Commonly associated with the

-reference entity institution of higher education.
3. A quantity or code that conveys the result of an observation

or measurement relative to the descriptor. The codes M and
F commonly record a student's sex; a number representing
square feet -records the area of a room; a Library of
Congress call number (which in fact includes letters of the..)

_ alphabet as well as digits) may record an observation about
. the subject matter of a book. t 1,

In short; 11 number or a code letter (or other-symbol, such as an
asterisk) is a data item only when it carries two labelsreference
entity and descriptor. These labels normally are clearly Specified
in the titles and column headings of information reportsfor
example, "Undergraduate Arts and Sciences Enrollment in 1978
[entity] by Major-ancLgasPLevel Idestriptorsi." OnCe recited,
this notion of a data item as _possessing three components of
. /
10
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meaning, two categorical and the third either quantitative or
LategoriLal, seems only too obvious. But the fact that an indii4i-
dual data item can have neither more nor less than that tripartite
rnport has great bearing on any consideration of data and its
pt ernes. Indeed, it has much to do with the character and
-signi -ance of the information drawn from data, as will become
clear in time. . .

Meanwhile, some elaboration on our definition, of reference
cwt.) is required. So far, all of the examples offered have been .
single entitiesone student, one room, one book. But any pre-:
cisely .defined group can be a reference entity. Much manage- ,

meneinftningion of use in higher education has-to do with the
\tiehavior of groups rather than single entitieswith students is
.,, arious programs (history, mathematics, engineering) and at
various levels (underiraduate, master's, doctoral);,with mstruc-
tional staff by\type (tenured, nontenured, honorarium), pro-
gram, and ranOwith programs rather than constituent courses.
If the management concern is the student pool upon which the
institution draws, iVriay be important to have data about the in- c'

come and education levels and race qr ethnic characteristics of
all persons residing in a.particular county, state, or region. The
only requirement, when the reference entity is a group, is that
the group be 'unambiguously identified. It may be epough to
clearly specify the attributes' that all members 9f the group must
sharesuch as residtnce in a particular area, attainment of a ,

..high-school diploma, -or both. In. another instance, it may be
necessary to list the members of the group by name, as for a
group consistineof all high-school gradqates.ih, 1981 who won
state merit scholarships. . ,

Again, a seemingly simple point has been spelled out. Many-
diffiplties attributed to inaccuracies- in dataimproper
measurement or erroneous codingarise in fact froth inccimplete
or ,, arable specification of attributes that identify tnembers of the
reference entityof the "student body," for' example, or worse
yet, le faculty." Suppose a student is defined only as an indivi-

'
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...dual who has registered and paid tuition and fees and faculty are
defined as individuals teachiriget least one course. The resulting
data Tight be pristinely accurate, yet yield wildly misleading in-

, formation about the studentfaculty ratio, a commonly accepted
indicator of instructional quality, or about' credit-hour pioduc-.
non per faculty member. To provide m ningful ratios of that
sort, of course, data on full-time-equivale, s dents and faculty,
defined in terms of course load and teaching load, must be col-
lected. Beyond inadequate specification of tefererke-entity attri-
butes, semantic and conceptual problems sometimes provoke
serious misunderstandings, Suppose that ,.dassrooin spa& is
assigned with a computer program, and a class of 12 in advanced
German literature is matched with a 150-seat amphitheater in the
naturar:sciences building.,The problem is that the computer was
not given adeqqate instructions for matching class size to space.

Implicit in the array of examples giveatabove is this fundamen
tat proposition:

The mere aggr6giztion of data such that the reference entity is a
group ra4er than an individucil does not, in and bf itself, yield lin-
formate n. rather, aggregation usually results in data about ddifr-
ferent reference entity: Data do not become information until they .
have been assigned a specific context cif use and (usually) analyzed
approiniate to that context.

That proposition is explored at some length in the next chapter.

properties of Data

Data have now been defined both in componential terms and
with respect to their difference from information, irrespective of
level of aggregation. And as we noted in the introduction, the
quality of data has three detertninants-cvalidity, accuracy, angl
reliabilityall of which are properties ?elated to measurement.
These terms are familiar to anyone even slightly conversant with
statistics. But their itnplication for rnaciagement Information .

12
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.

not fully conveyed in the typical textbook definitions. When
data reveal uncomfprtable facts, the ensuing partisan, disco/arse
frequently is peppered with challenges to the validity, accuracy,
and reliability of the data. The administrator shquld understand .

these concepts well enough to know whether or not they are being 4'

used as red herrings.
Validity concerns the extent to which the data actually

measure or code what they are intended to describe. Is grade-
" point average 'a valid descriptive measure of the descriptor

academic ability? Will a measure such as teaching load or contact
hours be valid descriptor of Mashy-effort? Does the student-
faculty r tribute meaningfully to ao assessment of program
quality? That s , do the data we collect measure what we think we
are measuring? As,j,t happens, many essential concerns in higher
education, such as program quality, have so far eluded valid.

measurement. At the same time, it is worth noting that in prac-
tice, validity is jiestowed primarily throiigh consensus or saciit
general acceptance, particularly with respect abstract and
value-laden concepts.

A brief digression isyentured here-, because program quality has
become an issue of paramount concern in higher education and is
likely to command attentionfor a lorig timaito cotne. It seems safe
to say that therenever will be an absolute measure of the concept
of program quality, just as there will never be an absolute deter-
mination of the uttimate constituents of matter. Practically
speaking, however, we simply have not achieved wide acceptance
for proxy measures of program quality. The, great majority of
faculty and administrators regard program quality as not objec-
tively measurable. Ironically, they also are united in their cotivic,
tion that program quality will suffer if it isubordinated to
..rogram efficiency,. as measured by the cost of producing a
student credit hour. So it seems that they are convinced they
know something objective about, program quality, if only that it
has a price. Moreover, one can argue that the inability to
distinguish accurately between research costs and instructional

3
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costs, betweileduc'ational outcomesagd public service, and the
interplay of countless variables in the whole prOcess of higher
education; render ,unit-cost calculations all but meaningI,ess.
Nonetheless, many legislators and taxpayers regard the c of

, producing student credit hours is sound-information. Informallj
in higher education, student-faculty ratios are widely accwted as
rough indicators of program quality, particularly when combined'
with admission standards. While such indicators of educational
effectiveness are no more subjective, no more political, than the
practice df measuring efficiency in dollar terms, the higher-

. , education community hasbeen diffident about promoting con-
sensus regarding the validity of student-faculty ratios. Presumably
this state of affairs will persist until empirical evidence (obtained,.
perhaps,.by examining the correlations of altdrnative measures

, of program quality) or legal specificatitfiCTachieved, for example,
when prograin quality is defined and its descriptors specified in a
piece of fedeial legislation) confers validity on a particular

. .iyieasurs or set of ineasures.
To sum up(somewhat truistically), be as precise as possible

about what the data are to Measure, and use1(tneasures whose
validity has been proved emptricalily or is established by consen-
susthat is, use mequres that have fact validity.

Accuracy concerns precision measurementthe disparity
Petween an actual measurement r,act of coding and a hx,pothet-
ical error-free measurement or coding. There are thrte main
sources of inaccuracy in

1. Error in measurement (a room was assigned an area of 620
square feet when in fact its area was 650 square feet)

2. Erroneous identification of the referen?e entity, either
because the entity is poorly defined or was wrongly inter-

? preted (for example, incorrectly including students en-
rolled only for noncredit courses' in a student-body count,
because either the definition of student failed to exclude
people taking only noncredit courses or because the exclu-
sion was stated but not' noted by the data collector)

- 14 )
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3. Unrepresentative samplinga Mistake in statistical
analysis, rather than measurement or observation, consti-
tuting a special case of incorrect representation of the
referehce identity

:Reliability concerns the extent to which th,ecoding or measure-
went yields the same result upon repetition. A test of stunt
achievement is considered reliable iffthe student receives the
same score (within statistically allowable limits) on repeated
applications witi-joui:intervening instruction. To be reliable,
coding or measurement procedures should yield identical data
when performed by different individuals.

Issues Surrounding Data

The proliferation of data in our society ha; made inevitable the
interjection of dat4 and, on a somewhat smaller but still impres-
sive scale, information into all manner ofpartisan and adversary
contexts. And since datk and information seldom.support all
positions equally, those slighted by the facts often respond in the
fastkion of the country lawyer who counseled: "When the evi-
dence is against you, tal about the law. When the law is against
you, talk about the ev ence. When both are against you, pound
on the table and shoUt ke Hell." In our information society, as it
has been dubbed, this r etorical strategy translates roughly as
follows: "If the quantitative data are against Ali, argue that
qualitative data should have been collected. if the objective data
are against you, talk about the need for subjective data. If every
manner, shape, and form of data are against you, declare with ler:\ -
ing that values must triumph." In any case, theadministrator w o
wishes to, promote precision in communication on partisan sub-....) .

jests should be aware of the essential emptiness of the three issues
about data most often encountered in contentious situations..

I
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Misleading Data', .;

Data that have uncomfortable implii,:ailons for certain posi--
'tions or raise questions about the adequacy of performance
understandably may provol4 the charge that t"the data are
misleading." But riot. all such charges are self-serving, and these
complaints usually can be traced to concern either about validity
or accuracy (as we have defined hose terms). Fellegi (1980,
p. 171) offers the cogent example of unemploythent statistics,
Whose implications ire variously i erpreted because unemploy-
ment mcanslifferent thin to different data users..(In the United
States, federal unemploi' nt statistics Defer only to people who
as a matter of record are actively seeking employment. But the
credrbility of these statistics has diminished with the widespread
malt:awn that large numbers of long-term unemployed have
given up and no long'er register with employment agencies or
actively seek work.) "Similarly," Feliegi writes,.." unless an explicit
statement about accuracy is, provided,.the receiver is free to
assume any level for it, including complete accuracy.' The result
maq clearly be potentially misleading"because either the
descriptor ("unemployed") or the level of accuracy, or both, have
been incorrectly or inadequately described.

Quantitative vs. Qualitative Data .

Data are by definition inherently'quati titative. A data item Is a
number that represents a measurement of some descriptive sort
or thK constitutes a code representing a categorical distinction
presffeably drawn on some objective ground (male or female,
white, black, or Hispanic;high-school graduate or- not). There-

' fore any characterization of data as "qualitative" amounts to one
of two assertions:

: 1. I think data on differencciescriptors would be more appro-
priate or preferable.

2. The Keasure used .to produce 4the data is not a valid
descriptorfrom my orspective.

16
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tith respect tb, the firstinstance, the of unit-cost data a

.
student credit hour as the unkof production) as a wax (corn: I)
parinetwo institutions often sets off ccries for qualitative data
about the relate effectiveness (quplity) of,programs at the two
institutions..Blit the inescapable fah is that daaabouprogam,,
quality will be quantitative arid will take the form ogdmelical , 4..-,

express/ohs of measurements. All dat; are fundamentallyeatke
in that they make a cpncrete specification (quantity or code)with

:. reference too descriptor of a reference entity' .
Therekre, the quarititative-qualita,tive distinction.. cannot

- apply to data.: at best, ittmaybe used to differentiate descriptors., t`
(...

- ..
- .. it is appropriate, for example, tosay that studerit satisfaction (ex ,

primed on scale of one to ielirwithcounseling selPicds ism .
qualitative descriptor and ,student utilization of these services

. ,. (measured by average number; of counseling sessions pier student ii ilk
pet year) i %a quantitative descriptor. But the latter is not therels

,

inherently more valid, indeed,,satisfactitowith the proc'ess may
well be a benefit in itself with respect to some forms, Of co-unseV
mg, while studentirsistpncein e process does not necessaftry

s
indicate either satisfaction or be fit. (One is-reminded of the ,.

workman in a small town who regu arty lost his wages-in a Satan;
day night poker game in the locattsaloorreDonlyou tam* the ..
game is crooked?" he was asked, `Sure," he repliedbut its the
only game in town.") In short, "qualitative data ant"quantita
tive data" are obfuscatoryOisnOmers.

.
.

Objective vs. Subltive Data 4,, , --,...4 o,

pe,
The point at issue here irivoly0he ways in vrnich Observa. . ., ,

iionswere Made and the numerical values for,ihe "mtasures 'or
codes obtained. Objective datdderive from objective criteria; the -^-t
measure was obtaindd free. of 'Personal reelinvor perceptual
idiosyncrasy, perhaps by 14sing a weighing scale; or a tape ,
measure. Subjective data are obtained by relying on the inter- .

pretation or judgment of the obsetver, aprofessor'sgrade.on an s'k.a.......

"
1;
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essay constitutes subjective data as do responses to yes-or-no .

questions abou/ peisqnal preferences or responses on a numerical~-
scale to .questions about political attitudes. All data evpritually

reduced to quantities or codes; whether the data are subjec-
tne or objective depends on the way in which the vatu s for the
quantities or codes are generated. A.k one would expect, objec
tive data generally are more reliable aryl more valid than subwc,
tine data Tliis is clearly 'shown in figyre 1, which indicates the
le%els of reliability and validity associated with data of different
types, data collected in different scientific disciplines, and data
collected itvirious

Validity and Reliability Ratings (Mean Ranking0 for Various Types
of Data for Data in Various Scientific Disciplines,

and for Data Gathered by Various Techniques
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_Facts vs. Values

Two spec tallsts n uantititive approaches to the management
of higher educate ave observed that the administrator "must
continually Inth lan of,action from two aspects of reality:
(1)..a world' of peo an, values, preferences, aspirations,
and interpersonallyn 'cs, and (2) a world of things, faCts,r"
dollars, resources, and constr. ts" (Lawrence and Service 1977,
p. 11). Is.4any,deCistonmake end to regard data as appropriate
to the domain of things, not the domain of values. Their under-
lying assumption is that numbers do not convey values. The
assumption is quitewrong:It is perfectly possible to acquire data
about. preferences; values, and aspirations, as well as about

d'I'llars, and resources. To be sure, value-oriented data
usually deiive froth subjective measurement of coding, whereas

Pdata about extanvdollars and resources (but not projected dollars
and, resources) are, neariyalways based 'on objective measures.
But if subjective data are typically less valid and Jess reliable than

.objective data, they nonethelesslan be highly informative. An
ironic example is familiar to all: .public-opinion polling, which
mainly produces subjective dal; consistently predicts how
voters will divide, nationally, or state by state, or In conires- .

sional districts or other. olitical subdivisions, within a range of
plug or minus three patent. Very occasionally, nonetheless, the
major polling organizations predict election results that either
arse flatly wrong (Truman vs. Dewey in 194a) or seem to under-
estimate victory margins (the Reagan Mudslide" in L980). Soul-
searching by the pollsters nearly always 4'veals that the error was
not in. the data themselves, but in interpretation. The voter
trend toward Truman in the final weeks of the 1948 presiTerit'ial
campaign was clearly shown in the data the experts, apparently
mesmerized by a media barrage on'behalf of the Republican candi-
date, predicted a Dewe)c victory in the face of their own facts. In
the 1980 election, the possibility thaf reports ofoReaOn victories
in the eastern states (achieved within the plusi3r-minus three-

24
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percent margin of polling) influenced the voie in states where the
polls were still open has raised cogent questions about the causes
of the unexpected sweep. But again, the polling data, although
suljective, suppinted accurate forecasts of the actual Ne t i n g, in
those areas wheie the vote could not have been influenced by -

television and radio election reporting sw

Values can be expressed'in data in at least three ways:
I. The value itself is being measu as data about the im-

portance
,

pprtance that the public assigns t vAenronmental control.
.2. Value based observer* bias infltlencei subjective

. measurements.
3. Data portray factswd-gt is. Opinion about what should

bethat is, how the facts should be altered at some point
in the future as a result Of:policy decisions or actionsis
shaped by the data:user's values. Distinctions between
facts and values can bluer, because it is both possible and
often appropriate to collect dataiabour. preferences, which
in effect is collecting facts about values.

In the final analysis, the ability to.distinguish between facts and
N alues should not lead to attempts to limit consideration of data
to the domain of reference entities that havc concrete dimension.
It is fundamentally incorrect to exclude or to neglect to collect
appropriatF subjective data about values and perceptions. While
relatively less valid and reliable than objective data, subjective'
data do usefully portray the state of that "world of people,

. human values, prefeiences, aspiratiorg, and interpersonal
dynamics" that the organizational decisionmaker ignores at his
own peril. . .

The collection, storage, and retrieval of data azetech nical pro
cedures, properly,out of the hands of the administrators who are
furnished managernew information. A general understanding-of

..data in terms of corhponents, properties, and limitationsthat
This chapter has sought to impart is a rreEessary precursor to an ,
untlerstandirig of the nature and uses of inforination, to which'

. , .
wrenow turn. _ - ..
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CHAPTER 3 4

Information

,
.

a. Generally, in higher education, data are used byeThe.pieviou'
s chapter glade mention from time to time of the

uses of dat
analyst& to construct information for the use of' adr?iinistratone . ,.

and other decisionmakers. Information is'rnOre difficult to define
.precisely than data,,and it inhabits. alarger, more complex...and

14 moramPigtiods domain, But the typieal administrator' is much
bettequainted with that domain .than id thedomain of
data. This chapter deals in somewha't more general terms, there-

.\ for; with the definiticinal. prolilem,, the properties of informa-.
tion, the kinds of information utilized by administrators, and the
role that information plays in various decision processes.

Nature bf Infognation

The author has been unable to find, in Fellegi or elsewhere in
the professional literature, a dgfinition of information nearly as
precise as that provided by Fellegi for data. Lexicons are of little
more help. Thebest of them, Webster's Third International Dic-
ttcmary, defines information as "the communitation or reception
of knowledge or intelligence!. . knowledge obtained from irives:
tigation, study, or instruction... facts, data"and so on. But

I 21
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such blurring of distinctions in a discussion of management
information would undermine the whole purpose of this book.
The dictionary does assign a select meaning to information that is
more consonant with the requirements of tke present discussion:
"something (as a- message, experimental data, or picture) which
,justifies change in a construct (as i plan or .theory) that
represents physical or mental experience'or another construct." '
That, too, is more suggestive than concrete, however. And so,
again, we will rely on Fellegi:

Information.. . is defined as thprocess of onveying an inter-
..-. pretablo message as a result of which the receiver of the,

message acqu iKes knowledge, that is, becOmes better informed.
11980, p.169]

Uses of Information

The number Of specific ways in which administrators might
use information to advantage is well nigh limitless. Virtually all
uses would find their placeitiowever, in one or more of three
categories of use: (1) decisionmaking, '(2) enh'ancing general
knowledge, (3) routing to others. If information is quickly ab-
sorbed or scanned and filed for future attention, the cl?ances are
good that in time it will impact a decisionperhaps one not envi-
sioned when the information first came to hand. Similarly, infor-
Talon not absetbed beyond determining to whom it should be
communicated may well in time cycle back, either by influencing
the third party's position vis-a-vis some future decision or\hy
stimulating feedback from the third party that constitutes new
information. The possible pednutatiqns of use in these two
ciategoties.could be Asnified endlessly, but no administrator is in
need GT suck a catalog. Students are said not to know what it is
they need to know; administrators, by contrast, are acioely
aware of the deficiencies in their knowledge and have a/keen

-Or
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understandi,ng of the benefits.-gained from appropriate corn-
munVation of knowledge to othe4.,Reprettably, it would be
A eas4ling to describe, some practices as "appropriate communica-
tion." Every administrator recognizes that information can con-
stitute organizational power, particularly when access to`it can

e controlled in line with calculated purpcties. Fortunately, the
trend is away from inner-circle domination in higher education -
administration and toward the open style of shared governance;
which logically calls for wide dissemination of information.
However, opportunities remain for artful operators to buck the
trend. One such, a dean in a small college, described his tactic to
Baldridge anciTierney (1979) in these words:

People used to criticize me for not giving thernienough infor-
mation. Faculty members used EP bombard me with complaints
that I was, hiding facts from them. Now I give them all the in-

.

formationbundles and bundles and buiidles. I'm hidiiiii* -

real information better than I ever did before! There is so
much junk that I throw at them, they can't tell ehe important

stufffrom the trivial stuff. Ip. 40J .

. .

A given piece of information is important to some and trivial to
others. The conscientious admiRistrator needs no urging to route
informatiOn selectively, according to the needs of recipients.
Those inclined to capitalize on the power potential of informa-
tion are likely to discover that in the long run, what (Alters don't
know now, they will find out eventually, sometimes to the. con:
cealer's considerable etribarrassment. Data become information,
then, when they are given an interpretable form and reach some-
one to 'whom their messVe constitutes immediately or poten-
tially useful knowledge. :

operties of irlformarion

The general properties of.information.are relevance, accept-,
ability, timeliness, completenesi, and accuracya set that I.

" -.a
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overlaps to a considerable extent with the general properties 6f
datavalidity, accuracy, and reliability. But the properties of in-
foration are different from those of data in a cardinal respect:
they are necessarily assessed relative to a group of users or a form
of use; they cannot be stated in absolute terms. The properties of
data are associated with mepurement; the properties of infotma-

..... tion associated with use, users, and context of use.

Relevance .

The extent to which the use of a'particular item of information .

would reduce the uncertainty associated with a specific decision
determines. its degree ,of relevance Information projecting the
undergraduate' demand for physics courses in the coming
semester would be highly "relevant to determining teaching
assigninepts. in he physics department, somewhat relevant to a
decision about whether 0 fill a tenure-track vacancy on the
physics faculty, but of virtually no relevance in deciding whether
to seek an NSF grant to finance the conversion of a nearby aban-
doned salt mine into a nutrino detector. In other fiords, relevance
is a function of use:rather than an inherent property of the in-
formation itself. Why, then, refer to relevance as a property of
information? We may say it is because without some degree of
relevance, there can be no informationonly data. With respect
to its properties as well as its intrinsic nature, information seems
always to elude exact definition.

Acceptability

The acceptability (appropriateness, communicability) of infor-
mation is demonstrated by, uker behavior. if the receiver
recognizes it as currently useful o? stores it for future reference,
the information has at least a nominal acceptability. If it is
discarded and screened out of memory, effectively it isr.not infor-

, mation, at least not to.skuser. The user's acceptance or rejec-
(N%
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tion should be guided by. the, content of the inforniatiotivot
determination about its rektance. But in entirely too many
cases, relevant information is screened out because it does not
assume a communicable form. The point needs no elaboration
among administrators:

Communication'of itifeirmation from analyst to user re-
Quires that they share a common language. To undersiant
the significance of margitial-cost information to decision?'
about class size, an administrator must grasp the concept
of marginal cost. . .(

Form of information is important as well as its
t
su

j(
stance.

Some usfirs prefer tables of numbers; others comprehend
information only if it is presented n written form, or
displayed in graphs and charts. . ,,.

Again, acceptability is not an absolute,property of information;._
what is communicable to one individual or group may miss the
mark completely with another. --

Tiineliness

Relevant, communicabl information that arrives after the.
decision has been made viously can have no impact. On the
other hand, timeliness of information is relqive to the needs of
the u' and context of use. For institationin management pur-
poses, information about, expenditure levels usually cannot be
more than a month Old' and still be maxitrially Useful. In a
research corKe t, however,the same inforMation can be a year
'old and be, nsidered current for all intents and purposes.

Completeness'.

"When all [emphasis supplied) relevant information is included,
that information is 'completed" (Hussain 1973, p. 92). Complete-,
ness is determined relative to the theoretical set of information
that would be required to reduce uncertain4 in any decision .

25
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situation to zero. As a practical matter, information r; sufficiently
complete when the administrator is satisfied that "I know' all I
need to know to make this decision. ".

Accuracy

A discussion of accuracy that embraced questions of inforrna
non loss or distortion during the communication process would
unavoidably become a voluminous digression. The only practical
recourse is to stay as close as possible to the concept of data ac-
curacy described in the previous chapter. Within that limitation,
the criteria for accurate information may be specified as follows:

The information musr deriVe, Gom accurate data
It must have been analyzed Or otherwise manipulated in
such .a way thar the accuracy of the data is preserved
The information "rriiiiliCiebe distorted in.the communica-
tion process
It must be interpreted by the receiver in the way intended
by the provider A k

-

The Role of Information in Decisionrnaking

The professional, literature seeking to describe, Analyze, and
assess the decision processes in business and government is portly;
the literature on decisionmaking in higher education is thin, but
rapidly putting on weight. One may argue that the paucity .
results from the relatiVely slow pace of deiielopment of
management-information systems in colleges and universities, ot
conversely that the development has. been slowed by the lack of
knowledge about how to apply decision information in higher
educationknowledge that ought to have been generated by
more R&D: Both propositions no doubt are at least partly
correct. However that may be, the general tendency, when data-
processing technology began to take hold on_sampus, as to

26
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regard management information (which, as we have noted, often
was merely iecycled operational data) as primarily relevant to
and conducive of so-tallei§ rational dicisionmaking. The trouble
was, and is, that no one has been 'able to isolce an instance of
provabht unadulterated rational decisionmaking, either in
higher education or in any other sector of our society. We have
berxi content to say here that the decisionmaker undoubtedly
would welcome that complete set of purely relevant information
that would reduce tq,zero the uncertainty involved in making a
significant decisionbut knows that no sic ch set of information
can be acquired. Various theorists argue, oreover, thit Infor-
mation is susceptible of misuse, deliberate and otherwise, in all
manner of w4s.It may be misinterpreted partially or wholly
concealed, inadequately 4ornmunicated among decision partici-
pants, and so on. And we have noted that the role of informa-
tion in decisionmaking may be challenged by interests it appears
to,misserye. .

.

Noriet ess, information increasinglyncreasingly is being applied in
various de isionprocesses in higher education, and the influence
of process on use deserves some mention here. The literature
offtirs a number of descriptive models of how decisions get made.
The formal model, so called, views decisionmaking as a rational,
problem.solving process: a problem is identified, informaiictri is
collected, alternatives are formulated and evaluated, and the
best alternative is selected based on an assessment of the likely
consequences of that choice (MacCrimmon and Taylor 1977).
Baldridge (1971) argues that decision processes are full of con-
flict, and primarily political in nature. He holds that interest
groups put such pressure on decisionmakers that they tend to use
information only to the extent that it buttresses their position.
Chokes ow political compromises, Baldridge maintains, and
thus decisionmaking is essentially a political art. Millett (1962)
describes and argues for collegial decision procesSes inowhich par-
ticipants have equal voice, share expertise, and achieve resolu-
tion through collective (and consensual} judgments. Webeq
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(19471 described bureaucratic processes by which decisions are
achieved,through the application of carefully prescribed policies,
procedures, and decision criteria. Cohen, March, and Olsen
(1972) offer thesanalogy of a "g age can" from which decisions
gradually emerge, not as a re ult of formal calfulation but
through a complicated proc of mixing problems, solutions,
participants, and choice opportunities. Finally, decision pro-
cesses may be`simply autocratic the work of a single decision-
maker. an higher education, the autocratic process is rarely used
to reach nontrivial decisions.) The critical point is all of these
processes are regularix found in most organizations and that the
kind of information used is different for each process, Only when
a decision becomes igsogrammedthat is,rwhen it is reached
through a bureaucraffc processcan information requirements
be specified little uncertainty. 4

Present purposes do not require further consideration of these
alternative models of the decision process. It is enough to observe
that the kind of information employed in resolving any particular
problem depends heavily on the decision process used. Let us take
as an example the problem of establishing tuition levels for the
coming year. In a private institution, presumably those involved
in the decision would seek informatiOn about such things as the
projected need for tuition revenues, the relationshiR between
tuition levels and tuition income in past years, the economic cir-
cumstances of enrolled students and their ability,tcipay, tuition
levels at competing institutions, and the mu:lent-aid picture.
Tuition being a relatively more important source of revenue in the
private sector thayi in the public sector, one would expect to find
a concomitant tendency toward rational, informationloriented
decisions about tuition .levels, albeir with some variation in rhe'
exrent of infoilfiation. use, depending on the decision process
employed. In a state where tuition levels for public institutions 1
are tied by formula to a calculated cost of education, information,
needs will be entirely different. The formula constitutes a bureau-
craric decision process; the only information required is that
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reflecting institutional costs. In some states, tuition levels are
established by an annual act of the legislature. This involves an
intensely complicated decision prOceis with innumerable partici-
pants and a spectrum of information that might range from the
cost of living in the state to comparativg figures on tuition levels

. in neighboring states to statistics on out-migration of the state's
high-school graduates.

The next chapter considers some general cibaracteristics of in-
formation needs in higher education, and then we look at the
multiplicity of types of information that administrators need and
how one goes about specifying the content of a comprehensive
managemqnt data base. Epr now, we will sum up our discussion
of information with a matrix (figure 2) in which are shown the
different kinds of information used in the four primary decision-
making models desciibed previously (the seldom-used autocratic
model is omitted) and the different uses to whit the information
is put. The matrix is mainly the work of Ellen Chaffee of the
National Center for Higher Education Manag mentfystems,
who has closely studied decision processes in higher education[.

veg.
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From the previous chapters on datayinformation, antitheft
respective properties, it is essential to bring foAVard tro a -

.

points: (1) data are raw material for information, and (2) a specific
informatiodneed is determined by who will use it and for what .

purpose. In th is chapter, we will distinguish between two kindsof
management informationthat -which supports day.io-day
operation decisions and that which iuppOrts management control.*
and strategic decisions. Then we will cohsider dieknplications of
thin ilistinction for the development of data bases and also the
development of systems that transform data into different kinds
of information. Considerable ,pttention is given to the character-
istics of the data necessary to support strategic decisions.

By way of preface to this chapter, we iist clear away another
bit of semantic underbrush: a data base 16 not e same thing as"
an information system. A data base is a repository or quantified or
encoded facts, regardless orwttether the facts e ibe entities
consisting of individuals or of groups. An inform op system is a
means for drawing raw numbers Km one or more lam bases.
and converting them into information. , . iti
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Management Information Needs

In the previous chapter, much was made of the fact that an in-
formation need is a function of use, user, and context. Reviewed
in detail, the virietiespf management activity and information
use seem virtually infinite. However, Anthony (1965) put for-
ward a tripartite classification that has proved gerrally useful in
categorizing the extensive range of possibilities:

"Strategic planning [or, in the technology of this book,
Strategic decisionmakingi is the process of deciding on ob-
jectives of the organization, on changes in these objectives,
on the resources used to attain theie objectives, and on the
policies that are to govern the acquisition, use, and disposi-
tion of these resources" (p. 24)
Management control is "the process by which manag ers
assure that resources are obtained and used effectively and
efficiently in the accomplishment of the organization's
objectives" (p. 27)
Operational-control is "the process of assuring that specific
tasks, are carried out effectiveTY and efficiently" (p. 69) a'

Gorry and Scott Morton (1971) have observed thvhe "infor-
mation requirements of these three activities... are very dif-
ferent from one another. Further, this difference is not simply a
matter of-aggregation, but one of fundamental Chal-acter of the
information needed by managers in these areas" (p. 57).

This contention is given credence by figure 3, in which are dis-
played the characteristics of information required for different
categories of managerial activity according to Gorry and Scott
Morton (1971, p. 59). (In figure 3, the arrows denote the con-
tinuum, and the characterizations Of infor&ation in the strategiC-
planning column are not absolute but relative; planning infor-
mation, for example, is "quite old" only by comparison with
operational information.)

By extension, figure 3 also provides the basis for characterizing
two quite different kinds. of data baies and associated informa
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tion systems. On the one hind are the data bases and systems
that support operationaklecisions; these are typically referred to
as operational, or transactional, systems. They utilize data that
(I) aregenerated.internally by the institution, (2) are detailed .

with respect to the object of their lotus, and (3) are used in ways
that place a premium on currency and accuracy (payrolls cannot
even be a day late dr a dollar off). The related information
systems tend to be narrowly defined (admissions systems, Payroll
'systems), to be, used frequently, and to functiorlin an environ-
ment of relative certainty. We know what we want operational
information systems to do, and the reports they generate next
month will be the same in form and use as those generated this
month. These characteristics furnish incentive to 'invest in
systems that are rigordusly defines and greatly efficient regard-
ing both storage and processing of data.

Characteristics of information.
Required for Different Managerial Activities

Characteristics
of information

r---
'Source

Scope

Lecl of Aggregation
Time Horizon
Cunene,
Required At.turao
Fre:4)4mm%, of Use

-

Operational . Management Strategic
Control Control 'Planning

Largely internal
Well defined. narrow
Detailed
Historical
Highly current
High
Very frequept

Extern0
Very wide
Aggregate

I. Future
Ile old

Low
Infrequent

Fig. 3. (Source: O. Anthony Corry and MichaeN. Scott Morton, "A
Framework for Management Information Syjterns" (Sloan Management
Review 13 (Fall 1971I : 59).l

,
411$1

Mire other end of the spectruin are data bases and informa-
tion systems that support strategic declionraaking; these are
significantly different from operationil systems. The data bases
xont4in data of much greater scope but less detail. Miny of the
data are generated externally to the institutionfor example, by
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the Bureau- ofiabor Statistics, the Department of Commerce, or
the American Association of University Professors. For these and
other reasons, the data are often less accurate and less current
than internally' generated data. Moreover, the information

o systems thatsuppUrt strategiedecisionmaking function in a con-
text markedly different from that in which operational decisions
are made.'

Simon (1977, p. 46) 'analyzed the contextual differences in
terms of programmed and nonprogrammed decisions. Operational
information systems support programmed decisions for which "a
definite procedgre has been worked out for handling them so
that they don't have tolx.treated de novo each time they occur."
Strategic decision s, on the other hand, are nonprogrammed
"novel, unstructured and consequential."'SiMon adds: "There is
no cut and dried method, of handling the problem because it
hasn't arisen before or.because its precise nature and structure
are elusive or complex or because it`is so important chit it

deserves a custom tailored treatment." In short, the data bases
and related information systems that support strategic decisions
must be designed to produce information relevant to decisions
that are unpredictable, as to both specific substance and timing.

"Even when particular kinds of decisions, suc h as those that shape
annual budgets, must be made at stated intervals, the decision
process is likely to vary from year to years and with it the infor-
mation required. When output requirements for the information
system are unpredictable and nonremitive, the major design
criteria become flexibility and 'ease of access, rather than Speed
and efficiency. A premium is placed on an information profes-
sional who can "reach into the data base and pull out the com-

ation of data that selves the particular need,"
With this background, additional 'terminology can now be

introduced.
Operational (transactional) data base the set of data usually

generated internally, that suppOrts the day-in, day-out repetitive
processes of the institution.
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Operational information systemthe means by which transac-
tional data are processed to yield regular reports of predeter-
mined content, to guide day-to-day operational decisionmaking
(monthly expenditure repoptbourse-enrollment information,
-payroll information).

Management data basethe set of data necessary to support,
strategic decisions. S'ome of the data incorporated in manage.

. ,
then data basis are derived from operation4ata bases; these .

are augmenteT, however, by many kinds of aro originating out- .
side the institution. The data in Management data haset typically
are more aggfegate and are updated less frequently than the data
if) operational data bases.

Dectsions4ort systemthe mechanism by which management
. data are transformed into information required for strategicr

decision king. "\-______

et, Mardiement-information system (MIS) is a familiaigerm in most
administrative circles, but it is too bitad to be ugeful in this docu-
ment. It is commonly used to denote information systems that
draw on various data bases to construct predetermined kinds of

_information: Such systems `often have little or capacity tona
respond to ad hoc requests. Thus they are more Li e what we
have (Lae opgrational information systems. Howev er
often is used broadly to encompais what we have called ecision
supportvsteMs. So-we will avoid ambiguity by cknsistent usage
of more precise alternative terms ancreschew MIS altogether.

The balance of-this chapter. is given over town in-depth discus-
sion of management data systems-. .

Criteria for Managsthent Data Bases

The forfgoing brief overview im ies design criteria for
management data bases. They m e broad in the scope of
their.data content, but deal with aggregates rather than details.
The required scope usually must be achieved at the expense of

r
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currency and accuracy, becatise much required data will originate
outside the institution. The systerndrawing on the management
data base is expected to produce informationless frequently and
regularly thanis the case for operational systems, and the
specifics of information required may be largely unpredictable.
In designing management data bises, the emphashould be on
flexibility and ease of access orsetrieval, with less attention given
to storage or. processing efficiencies, which are important in
operational (transacrional):systems.

The key design issue inheies in the fict that information needs
relative to strategif and control decisions frequently, charige so

. rapidly, and sometimes so drastically, that past needs are poor
predictors of future needs. Particularly in the situation of finan-
cial stress and enrollment declina bedeviling so many colleges
and universities today, time constraints too often do not allow
the accumulation of requisite data after the prOblem td be ad-

. dressed liSs been identified. More often than not, information
used in. any Warticillar decision context is constructed out of

. whatever data lie-ready to hand. .
,

The present writer is convinced that the best way to approach
. the design of a management data basse is to proceed deductively',

taking guidance from a generalized descriptilie model of a h igher-
educatiort institution and its tyironment. This is "nti-to argue.

. that a suile,centrally designed data base can be utilitdd by all in-
stitutions. It is possible, however, to put forward a general descrip-
tive Model within which selections of data appropriate to the
needs of individual institutigns can be made. Such an approach
has several advantages in additkin'to its realistic recognition that
information requirements fluctuate. These advantages include.

Breadth of Perspective: Through use of a 'descriptive model

.
(such as the one prolipsedikelowd, attention is directed to

eL . external-environment matters critics strategic decisions
Attention to InterrelationshimrSince d come to iirinage-
ment data base from manbOrces;systems design must)e
focus on their u in interrelatid ways-
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Focus on this Mangeni ent Data System as a Separate Entity:
Design of a management datkbase using'a dOctiptivicon-
copt (rather than existing data sources) as a starling point
helps ensure that the necessary difference'betweeri decision-
support systems and clperational systems is not inadver-
tently compromised

The Proposed Model

The generAed descriptive model proposed below as a guide
to the development of a management data base for a particular
institution suggests two basic stages of systems development.
First, the major reference entities ipdividuals, groups, organiza-
tionsabout which data should be included, are identi6ed.

. Then the appropriate descriptors for each of the reference entities
should be determined.

Reference Entities

For an given institution, a multitude of entities exists about
which data fight be considered for inclusioizin a management
date system. t impOrtant, of course, is the institution itself.
This is the entity given predominant attention in molt data
systems, sometimes almost to. the exclusion of others. The next
most impbrtant entity is the student body. In many data systems,
student data are treated as c 'of the set of data
describing the institutional entity. Institutions would be better
served if students were regarded for all purposes as a separate
reference entity. The third large reference entity of'major con-
cern to institutecTris of.higher education consists of the various
critical constituentsthe interest groups in elle external environ-
ment that may have immediate and direct impact on, or receive
impact from, the institution. This third entity, actually a group

7 .
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of similar entities, includes agencies of state and federal govern-
ments; philanthropic organizations and private donors, employ-
ers of graduates, and accrediting and professional associations,
to name a few. Their influence is directly exercised through
either.funding or regulatory mechanisms. They benefit directly
from the services or goods produced by the institution. Entities'
in the proximate environment that directly impact the institu-
tion often have similar relationships with studentsa cardinal.
example being fenders who pr$vide both institutional grants
and student aid.

,.

The basic framework for the descriptive model' thus consists of
the institution, its students, and related interest groups. As
figure 4 shows, each basic entity is part of a.larger entity that
must in some degree be described in the system if it is to accom-
modate, in broad outline, all the data that a comprehensi.iTe
management data system shoul ncorporgte.

f

Institution, Other
Providers

Fig. 4: Basic Entities of the System of Higher Education
1

, .
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The institution is concerned with other providers of education
because virtually every college and university conlipetes with and
coopeiates with at least a few other organizations providing
learning opportunities. The model therefore is expanded to in-
clude other, pr'Oviders, with the specification that the term includes
not only traditional institutions of higher education but such
other providers as proprietary institutions, the military, profes-
sional associations, business, government agencies, and religious
and social' organizations.

institution's students constit\ite a subset of potential,
students. Within the institution's service area, the potential
student body typically comprises a number of identifiable
subgroups. But not every. individual caiinirect in,these groups is
in reality a prospective student, and for a given institution, only
selected subgroups are really probable sources of students.
Subgroups of the potential-student entity vary,by institution
and can be charagterizedin may waysby age, prior education,
.economic status, occupation, and so on. .

Societthe entity that envelOpes the institutidn's.critical apn-
stip.iertisr. admittedly is an unwieldy abstraction, but one that
must be 4ccommodated in an effective management data system..
(This entity also has been termed the.remote environm ent,
is not less abstract.) The impacts of society on the institution
(and vicelversa).

are 4eldorn so direct as those of die interest
groups in the.proximate eti,viron men ti societal impact fonethe-
les's remains both important and pervasive. The society entity
embraces such *tors as the economy (inflation, employment),

,I, public attitudes boat higAir education, andthe general political
environment for higher educations These and innumerable
related facrrs operate as truly independent variables with re-
spect to institution alplanning and management decisionrnaking.
a college or university executive can do little or nothing about
them. And their igifluence cannot be safely ignored, as the un-
even course of higher education in this country since the sixties
attests. TI management data, system. that ignores societal-
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variables is incomplete; commonly in higher eduction, the -

economy is regarded as the most important of these Gariables. -,

.
Descriptors of Reference Entities

. :
The first step in the design of a management data system has

not been completed until the identification of specific entities
has been carried to feasible limits within the six-element model
depicted in figure 4. Step two is to identify what needs to be
known about each specific reference entity, specified in terms of
quantitative measures 'and 'coded characteristics. The set of

arik specific entities lodged in,each of the six elements of the model will
vary extensively from one institution to another. A generalized
discussion descriptors therefore may appear to hold little prom-
iseite for useful concretenegione can hardly determine hoy best to
describe a specific entity until it has been identified. Nonetheless,
some generalizations about categories of descriptots,and the -
specific descriptors these categories include is aigisablei

As with the model used to support step-one dsvelcipment, a
framework for' descriptors can guide the deductive,,,scitvelop-
mental effort called for in step two. Again, we shouldexpect from
a uniformly applicable categorization scheme the conceptual
virtues of simplicity and tymmetry, concluding to a streamlined.
data-base design. All potentially valuable descriptors of all the
Major entities should be accommodated. The firework should
consist of categories that apply uniformly 'to the assemblage of
entities Moreover, it should group descriptors in waysthat yield
useful conceptual insights while at the same time facilitating the
operational aspects of data-system design and development.
Three overarching categories of descriptors are proposed: identi-
fiers, state (condition), and program. -11)

4
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Identifiers

These descriptors are needed to unambiguously specify the
reference entity. Where the entity is an individual or institution,
identifiers include such descriptors as name and address. If the
reference entity is a group, whether of individuals or organiza-
tions, common characteristics of members (black students, two-
year public colleges) are used to specify it. For individuals, traits
such as age, sex, educational background, and place of residence
are commonly specified. For institutions, control and type of
institution are typical identifiers. Such traits seldom change.

State or Condition
4

These descriptors establish the 'circumstance or status of the
reference entity at some point in time; they might also be labeled
asset descriptors. Within this category, it is helpful to identify
three subcategories;

Internal States or Conditionsstates that inhere in the entity
at a given .time. For example, an individual's level of
knowledge in a particular area or beliefs and attic des are
descriptors of that individual's internal state at som point
in timewhat the entity is,
External Assetsthe set of resources (financial, physital,
human, informational) under the control of the entity at a
point in timethis subcategory describes what the entity
has.
Relationship States or Conditions the state of association
between one entity and others (for example, membership
status of an individual vis-a-vis a professional association,
or of an institution vis-avis an accreditation agency). ,

Program

This category includes descriptors of the strategies or activities
pursued by an entity in order to accomplish a desired change (or

46-
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maintain a desired status quo).in state or condition, for itself or
for any other entity. Program descriptors tell what the entity
does; they summarize activity over a given period of timein col-.
leges and iniiversitiei, usually a semester, an academic year, or a'
fiscal year. The following subcategories are needed to describe

:programs; .

Purposes,wha cqnditions (in ternal or external assfenr
relationships) are to be changed or maintained. Purposes
are synonymous with intended outcomes.
Target Entitythe entity in which the change in condition
or state specified in purposes is intended to occur.
Methodthe means or mechanisms to be employed in
accomplishing change in condition or state. For an institu-

/ non, the method of creating internal change in students
might be, for example, laboiatory experience, group dis-
cussion, or work experiences. For a state agency, the
method employed in carrying out'a program is typically
the distribution of resources or the imposition of
regulatory requirements.
Level of Activitya descriptor of how much activity is pro-
posed or was engaged in over the period of time in order to
accomplish the intended change in the target entity. The
number of student credit hours taught in a semester or
year is a common indicator of level of activity in itistruc-
tiorial programs.
Resourcesdescriptors of the amounts of resources
(human, financial, physical) allocated, expended, or utilized
to carry out any particular program.
Outcomesthe changes in condition or state that accrue to
any entity (either intended of unintended) as a consequence
of the programs.
Beneficiary Entityidentifies the entity in which a change
in condition or state actually did occur,

.4
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To sum up, a management data base in higher education must
at.t.ommodate three kinds of reference entitiesstudents/poten-
tial students, institutions.'other providers, critical constituents/
societyand three kinds of descriptorsidentifier, state, and
program. We must add the dimension of time; data on the state,
or condition, of a reference entity studhts, for example
describes that state at a particular time; Comparison of such data
with parallel data collected at a different time is one means of
producing information about change state. The underlying
point is that 'a management data base should yield information
about the dynamics of the system of interrelations that embraces
the. institution, its students, and the world about them.

From this point of development on, in any given institutional
application, our model would rapidly lose its generality as the ad-
ministrator and analyst draped lists of specific data rjquirements
over its conceptual parts. This is one good reason for eschewing
here the task of writing out those laundry liststhe lists will sig-

.-nificantly and sometimes radically differ from one institution to
another. Another reason for not attempting such a pompilation
is that the state of knowledge is not uniformly complete, once we
venture beyond the conceptual and general. The author is among
several researchers, informally affiliated through their member-
ship in the Association for the Study of Higher Education, who
at this writing are undertaking a wide-ranging compilation of
data needs to provide a full spectrum of managefnent informa-
tion in higher-education settings. The hope is to develop a com-
prehensive and detailed scheme for describing higher education
dynamically and in all its essentials one that sesearchers and
administrators alike will find sufficiently realistic and complete
to serve as a standard.. This will take a good deal of time. But so
does the development of at management data base at an institu-
tion. Much of the requisite data, particularly in the student area,
has long been collected by virtually all institutions and put to
various informational uses. This book describes what the author
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believes to be a conceptual framework that will not be soon out-
dated. It should prove adequale to accommodate the results of
present efforts to specify what data are needed to generate all the
various kinds of information that college and university ad-
ministrators might require.

Previous disavowals of intent to dwell on details in this boa
notwithstanding, the administtator .may still welcome some
demonstration of how the management data base modeled here
would be put to use by the data analysts. As articulated to this
point, the mndel suggests six general subjects about which
analysis might be undertaken to produce information required by
an administrator..They include studentinstitution relationships,
the state (or condition)-of students, interest groups, financing,
and 'institutional assets; and the allocation and utilization of
assets. POI- the sake of illustration, we Will consider just one of the
many questions asked by decisionmakers at almost all institu
eons with respect to student-institution relationships: "Who are
our students?" *. . . .

. The analyst's task appears relatively simplefirst to call up from
the data base the available descriptive statistics about current
students. The analyst then sorts through these to select a subset of
descriptors that will most usefully, characterize the major groups of
students currently enrolled. Typically, it is most profitable to
look aesuch'identifiers as age, sex, race, and such 'state descrip-
tors as geographic origin:.prior education, employment status,
socioeconomic background, and academic ability (as measured
by test scores, high-school rankings or other descriptors deemed
appropriate). ,

At this point, the analyst's task has lost its Appearance of
simplicity. These data can be combined in,an enormous number
of different ways to describe various groups within the student
body along a considerable number of dimensions. "Who are our
students?" turns ,out to be an omnibus question; "What is the
ethnic composition of our student body? How do the various
ethnic groups compare with respect ti5 academic preparation?

44'
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Socioeconomic background.? Program .prefeienCe?"arid" so.pn
And so on.

To confront an administrator with pile of reports displalting
these 'data. in all their conceivably informative permutations,
would be in itself nearly alw'aysa useleitfactiviey, because few ad-
ministrators have either the time oynclination to sift thr-o-ugh
hundreds of pages of computer printout in watch of information
of significance. A management data base maybe'ap illuminating
beacon, or it may be a perverse cornucopia, speviing out indi-
gestible numbers. Clearly, the analyst should understand before-
hand why the administrator wants to know "Who are Our
stodents?" Is the institution concerned about equal access?
About matching-program mix eo student needs? Is there concern
to know in what major respects the student body has changetk
over the last five years? Since data become information only in a con-
text of use, the data analyst must understand that contot in order to
produce useful info son. In

ratthe
next and concluding chapter,

this observation is re teed and somewhat expanded upon.
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'CHAPTER 5

--,

. ( A

Conducting
Observations

....."
A Summation --I

Imilhe

Book of Proverbs admonishes thai repetition is the death
of friendship. Therefore the comventiodal concluding sum-

mary of what has been said will be confined to three Sentences:
There are significant conceptual differences between data and
information. The need for information is a function not only of
use, but of user and context. Information needed to support
strategic decisionmaking is differynt in significant ways from that
which supports operational management. .

It remains to consider three important consequences of those.
statements: (This consideration ifilV be aided at the outset* a
look at figure 4, which may be regarded as a data-to-information
flow model, providing an organizing structure for the content of
the earlier chapters on data and information.)

o First, J,ecause the content and working characteristics of opera-
tional systems and decision-support systems are so different, they
should be developed as separatibut interdependent (rather than
integrated) systems. The decision support system is best designed
as a stand-alone, complete system that incorporates what we
have tailed a management data baseone that taps multiple data
sources, including the institution's operational data base.

511
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Second, there is no sound choice but to build a general-purpose
decision-fiipport system that can respond to demands for a wide
variety of information, often requiring unpredictable combina
tions of data. Precisely because the design cannot incorporate a
predetermined set of analytic procedures and matching data that
will meet all information requirements, it is most fruitful to
design the system around a descriptive model of the college or
university and its environment. Obviously, a descriptive, concep-
tually based systein runs the risk of beitignonselective, of encom-

\ . passing at least some data that will remain in lie nice-to-know
category rather than being demonstrably necessary. Without the
exercise of considerable acute judgment; however, the tendency--, will be to collect and retain too much data, no matter liow the

'r design process is initiated. in the judgment of the.present writer,
a design that starts from a sound conceptual base is far less likely
to contain extraneous elements than one thatstarts from other
premises. (

The third major) consequence of the summary statements
above was alluded to at the close of the last chapter: successful
design of a management data base req Tres a competent informa-

1 non specialista professional, not mere technicianbetween
the data and the information. A ?mall

.
sion op this point

,
(will bring us to the end of this reatise.

1

The Human Element

The transformation of data into informatiog that is both rele-
vant and communicable to the.user is never a solely mechanical
task. The information professional, must be sophisticated about
data and its analytic treatment, certainlybut in addition must
have a thleefold.ability: (1) to understand the management
problem; (2,) to appreciate the perspective from which the user
addreises the problem, and (3) to identify and approptiately
analyze the data that willsbest inform the user confronting the
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problem. Such capacities are not built into she data base and
cannot be incorporated in analytic software. They must reside in
an individual-7a professional of a sort too seldom found in
higher education. Regard, as Baldridge and Tierriey did, the AI-
too-typical experience of one small institution, described by As
dean:

We worked hard to develop a first-class data base and an excel-
lent sbttware system. But in spite of that, in the early stages we
had a hell of a problem getting the appropriate information.
After a while we realized the difficulty: the project director was
giving us answers to %lotions we weren't asking! And, fnore
often than not, when %e asked a question, he did not furnish
appropriate data. He had his own idea of what we needed and
was giving us' tolis of information about it. But we usually
wanted something else . . .. Finally the president called' the
committee together and for about siSt'weeks' we thrashed
through the kinds of information we needed and Warited. We
insist.ed that the amount be reduced and the focus be on things
we Leally needed. After that the situation got dramatically,
better. (1979, p. 42J z

The ideal information professional lias13een described by
S han as one "su icie tly versatile to assume the perspectives
of three'people: (1) the d cision-maker, such as the president or
tht academic senate, asking for information and choosing to use
it for decision-making, (2) the analyst, wearing his or her own hat
and translating the information needed into terms that will admit
a solutionthat is, taking into account the imprecision of the
question, inadequacies of the data base, limitations of available
tools and techniques, time, talent, and other resources for proper
analysis; and (3) the _technician to whom_ the practice and
technical aspects of gathering information are clear and the
meaning of the resultant data unmistakable." Sheehan aderg:
"The effectiveness of ihe communication between the analyst

53
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and the decisionmaker depends on the confidence they have in
each other" (19/7, p. 93). ieach

All this may be taken to indicate that the prospects for im-
proved design and use of management data base'ein higher edu-
cation are severely limited by the short supply of people with the. .
right combination of skills, intelle& insight, and experience:

It is correct to conclude that only such people can substantially
'improve the present deficient state of management information
available on the typical Arherican campus. Some administrators
try to double as their own information specialists. They often
succeed tq the extent that they frame excellent questionsonly
to fail when they venture over to-the computer center qnd seek
the answers. The usual mistake is to make ill- informed requests
for datadata that are not avgilable, or not compatible with
other data requpsted, or not the best source of the desired infor-
mation. Such requests often cause organizationfl chaos and
create dissatisfactions to no purpose: a knowledgeable analyst
either could have obtained the right data without trouble, or
would have known at the outset that in view of the data and time
'available, the admini'strator's questions could not be answered.
and would have said so.

It is wrong to believe that the supply of able analysts must re-
main short. Competent informational. professionals are made,
not born, and many are self-mad.e. If sound concepts underlie
their training and practice, they will increase, in number and

I' grow in ability. Administrators who understand and champion-
sounrconcepts, and who refuse to settle for less, can create the
motivation and the job opportunities that will attract competent

.1. people into the information profession. If this.clop not happen,

P information for control and strategic decisions will not improve.
in quality or impact. But neithei will the printing out of numbers
at the computer center lessen in volume.
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